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Top-quality products – made of highly 
wear resistant steel

The production of a wide range of wear parts belongs to the most 

important job we provide against wear. Our products guarantee wear 

protection at the highest level and allow you to optimize productivity. 

The production of bolt-on and weld-on cutting edges in standard and 

special dimensions and the processing of wear plates by milling, drilling, 

counterboring, countersinking, tapping, thermal cutting, threading 

and welding are our daily work. We realize any specific customer 

requirement or specification.

Experience the outstanding quality of our products:

 � Cutting edges for loaders and excavators

 � Bolt-on edges

 � Delta (spade) edges

 � Dozer cutting edges

 � Base edge segments

 � Bolt-on half arrow sections

 � Square edge bars

 � Bolt-on wear plates

 � Rear wear plates

 � Buffle plates

 � Linings for gravel extraction plants

 � Paddles and paddle holders for log washers

 � Wear linings for recycling machines like impact mills, jaw crushers

 � Fabricated sladgehammers

 � Screen plates

 � Special products according to customer specifications

PRODUCTION & PROCESSING TOP    UALITY



Always in stock: Powerful products for tough needs

Our product range includes wear parts for buckets of excavators and loaders, for demolition tools, gravel  

washing plants, recycling machines and for asphalt and concrete mixing plants. At our company sites in Ratingen 

and Laasdorf, we always keep in stock more than 100.000 teeth and adapters of various tooth systems, over  

800 tons of blades, cutting edges, wear strips, special profiles and a lot more for the needs of our customers. 

These huge inventory figures guarantee a fast order processing by very short lead time. Enjoy the high delivery 

reliability of one of the biggest warehouses for wear parts in Germany.

 �  Various tooth systems  

(CAT, C-Parts, Super V, Bofors, Lehnhoff, UNI-Z, UNIZET-2000, bolt-on teeth and much more)

 � Weld-on and weld-in adapters, all kind of hardware

 � Wear plates

 � Rolled and heat treated blades, wear strips, special profiles and grouser bars

 � Bolt-on edges (standard profiles, Caterpillar, Komatsu, Liebherr, Volvo etc.)

 � Cutting edges for bulldozer

 � Grader blades for motor grader

 � Safety hooks

 � Side cutters

 � Heel shrouds

 � Quick coupler plates, type Verachtert

 � Quick coupler systems

 � Teeth for crushers

 �  Wear parts for gravel washing plants (Paddles, paddle holders, clay coarse grinder etc.  

made from Ni-Hard-cast material or highly wear resistant steel)

 � Wear plates for stone cruchers

 � Screen plates and a lot more for the recycling industry

 � Linings, mixing arms and mixing paddles for concrete – and asphalt mixing plants

You can find our catalogue at www.verotool.de

VERSATILITYSTORAGE & SALE



Turning old into new

Severe operating conditions cause heavy wear even on the hardest 

metals and equipment. Trust in our expertise and let us whip your 

attachments back into shape. In our workshop we can immediately 

react on your requirements and work with extraordinary diligence. 

We can nearly do everything for you: repairing, refitting or modifica-

tions! You will be proud about your work tool renewed by VeRotool. 

 �  Repairing, refitting and modification of excavator buckets, wheel 

loader shovels and other attachments for earth-moving machines

(replacement of the base edge, weld-on of new adapters, repairing of 

the wear plates etc.) 

 � Repairing and refitting of demolition tools

(build-up welding of crusher teeth, refitting of clam shells, 

scrap shears and hydraulic hammers) 

 �  Modification of a coupling system to a quick coupling system

(like Lehnhoff, Verachtert, Oilquick, Liebherr, Wimmer, etc.) 

 �  Refitting and modification of equipment for the recycling industry

(Wear linings, baffle plates for impact mills and rotor crushers 

& much more) 

 �  Repairing of booms, shafts etc.

 � Application of hardfacing coatings for protection against wear 

 � General welding and cutting work 

 �  Unique modification work and custom solutions in accordance 

with customer needs

KNOW-HOWREPAIR & REFITTING



Business Location Jena

Unteranger 11
07646 Laasdorf
Tel.  +49 (0) 36428 13 00 - 0
Fax +49 (0) 36428 13 00 - 25
E-Mail  jena@verotool.de

Business Location Ratingen

Robert-Zapp-Str. 6-8
40880 Ratingen
Tel. +49 (0) 2102 7 00 76-0
Fax +49 (0) 2102 7 00 76-50
E-Mail  kontakt@verotool.de

Catalogue at

WWW.VEROTOOL.DE
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